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ACROSS
1. Put-ons
6. Oodles
10. Flaky mineral
14. Acknowledge tacitly
15. "As Time Goes By" requester, in filmdom
16. Phil who composed "Changes"
17. Outermost layer of a white-tie ensemble, perhaps
19. Profound
20. Director belonging to the so-called "Splat Pack"
21. Women's clothing label whose name was inspired by Hamlet's soliloquy
22. Getting ___ years
23. Once-common talc target
27. Where Puff frolicked
29. Juggler's batch, maybe
30. "Saturday Night Live" alumna Cheri
31. Bread cooked on a griddle
32. Its first three digits once depended on the assignee's loc.
33. In command
37. Upper-left PC key
40. Israeli statesman Barak
41. Oodles
42. Breadstick dipping sauce
45. Body part jarred at concerts, say
47. Scan preference for a claustrophobic
49. "Toughen up!"
51. "Christopher Cool: ___ Agent" (1960s juvenile series)
52. Cross swords
53. Oenophiles' prides
55. Something to build on
56. Butcher-block application, and a hint to this puzzle's circled letters
59. Gearshift topper
60. Like some numbers
61. Set the tempo for
62. Cravings
63. "The Sound of Music" Oscar winner
64. Traffic problem

DOWN
1. ___-Cat (glacier traverser)
2. "That would be bad!"
3. "The flower of my heart," in a barbershop-quartet standard
4. Breadstick dipping sauce
5. Castor or Pollux, e.g.
6. "Uncle" who often appeared in drag
7. Hilo hello
9. Himalayan caravan member
10. "___ Marvels" (History Channel staple)
11. Sprain soothers
12. Some have pronounced veins
13. Animal glyph on royal sarcophagi
18. Programmer's intellectual property, maybe
21. ADA-compliant elevator-button addition
22. "So that's your game!"
24. Kiddie-lit honey lover
25. Creator of the Art Deco sculpture "Flames of Love"
26. QVC alternative
28. Like some translations or interpretations
31. Like Scrabble's Triple Word Score squares
34. Nietzsche's "___ Spake Zarathustra"
35. Wednesday feature?
36. Evel Knievel, notably
37. Brain-activity meas.
38. Fish sometimes used to make dashi
39. Salad no-no for carb eschewers
42. "I believe in ___" ("The Godfather" starter)
43. Theater aide
44. Go astray
46. Dorks
47. Anxious
48. Ill-gotten gains
50. Desktop lineup
51. Very optimistic limit?
52. Rome-to-Syracuse dir.
53. Like some translations or interpretations
58. "Good" cholesterol, briefly
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